
Opinion on the Draft Law on Textbooks 

Request summary – question: On December 16, 2014, the Ministry of Education, Science and 

Technological Development has submitted the Draft Law on Textbooks with the request for 

submission of opinion of the Commission for Protection of Competition on the said draft 

regulation. 

Issued opinion: In reference to the proposed regulatory solution in the section – Setting 

maximum retail price of textbooks and handbooks for technical and vocational education – 

Article 33, Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Draft Law, which read as follows: “The Ministry, pursuant 

to the proposal of the Commission for setting maximum retail price of textbooks and handbooks 

for technical and vocational education shall enact on an annual basis a decision on the maximum 

retail price of textbooks and handbooks for technical and vocational education, no later than 

April 1 of the current year for the subsequent school year. The Commission from Paragraph 1 

herein shall comprise five members, two of which shall be experts from the publishing industry 

(one representative each from the public and private publishing industry), one representative of 

the Ministry, one representative of the ministry responsible for trade, and one representative of 

the authority responsible for competition policy.”, Council of the Commission emphasizes the 

following: The Commission for Protection of Competition cannot be included in the drafting of a 

proposal for setting maximum retail price, since such acting would be contrary to the stipulated 

competences of the Commission in accordance with the Law on Protection of Competition. The 

specific case concerns the behavior that might cause a concern of any competition authority. 

Namely, restricting undertakings to independently, in accordance with their business policies and 

market conditions set prices of own products is contrary to the basic principles of competition 

policy. On the other hand, the Commission is fully aware of the fact that the state, i.e. the 

Government of the Republic of Serbia, in particular situations may undertake measures 

pertaining to the removal of market disturbances, but any such government acting should be truly 

short lived and limited only to the market situation where disturbances exist, which should be 

accounted for in each regulation. The proposed draft regulation and Rationale to the draft 

regulation fail to contain reasons pointing to the necessity to conduct this kind of government 

acting, thus to that effect the Commission cannot assess whether the proposed measure is 

appropriate and necessary for achieving particular public interest, or respectively if such acting is 

acceptable from the perspective of implementation the Law on Protection of Competition. 

Although the Ministry’s decision does not regulate minimum prices, it may consequently cause 

the approximation of prices at maximum level, and thus the exclusion of price competition as 

one of the basic elements of market competition. In the practice of competition authorities, 

setting fixed and/or minimal prices in further sales is identified as one of the most severe 

infringements of competition, while setting recommended or maximum prices under certain 

conditions is acceptable. As a general rule – the assessment of suitability for setting maximum or 

recommended prices shall foremost depend on the market power of undertaking implementing 

this practice, but always conditioned that such behavior does not imply or enable setting fixed or 



minimum prices under compulsion, by conditioning businesses or offering certain incentives. A 

possible competitive “risk” of regulating – setting maximum or recommended prices is that the 

price set in such manner may perform as a focus point for undertakings affected by it, or 

respectively may be recognized as a “preferred price” of the party that sets such price, thus it 

may be followed up by a majority or even all undertakings operating on the relevant market. In 

the case described, it can be said on the de facto price fixing. Undoubtedly, the risk affecting 

competitors may also consist in the fact that such manner of price setting may “weaken” market 

competition, or even favor the collusion (prohibited negotiation practice) between undertakings. 

Considering that the case concerns decision of the ministry which would be compulsory for all 

undertakings, the maximum price established in such manner could lead to the maximum 

approximation and subsequently to price policy equalization between undertakings, thus to 

arising of anticompetitive effects or weakening of competition. In accordance with the above-

mentioned, Commission for Protection of Competition suggests to the line ministry to delete, 

that is to amend this proposed regulatory solution, and to accordingly amend subsequently 

proposed regulatory solutions laid down in articles of the submitted draft regulation referencing, 

as per opinion of the Commission, disputable provisions of the draft regulation under 

consideration. The Commission’s recommendation is that the line ministry place an effort toward 

amending the proposed regulatory solutions, so to disable in timely manner the possibility of 

creating anticompetitive effects affecting the state of competition on the said market. The attempt 

to regulate this market in a manner that could in effect be assessed as an “exaggerate” regulation, 

could lead to the significant restriction of competition, thus to preventing developments of this 

market, which ultimately may have adverse effects on the potential benefits for consumers as 

well, contrary to the potential provision of competitive conditions as key drivers for advancing 

competitive behaviors of undertakings’ business operations.                        

 


